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Abstract: Laser micro-texturing processes, compared to untreated surfaces, can improve the friction,
wear and wettability behavior of sliding parts. This improvement is related to the micro-geometry and
the dimensions of the texture which is also dependent on the processing parameters. This research
studied the effect of laser textured surfaces on the tribological behavior of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V.
The influence of processing parameters was analyzed by changing the scanning speed of the beam
and the energy density of pulse. First, the characterization of dimensional and geometrical features
of the texturized tracks was carried out. Later, their influence on the wetting behavior was also
evaluated through contact angle measurements using water as a contact fluid. Then, the tribological
performance of these surfaces was analyzed using a ball-on-flat reciprocating tribometer under wet
and dry conditions. Finally, wear mechanisms were identified employing electronic and optical
microscopy techniques capable to evaluate the wear tracks on Ti surfaces and WC–Co spheres. These
analyses had determined a strong dependence between the wear behavior and the laser patterning
parameters. Wear friction effects were reduced by up to a 70% replacing conventional untreated
surfaces of Ti6Al4V alloy with laser textured surfaces.

Keywords: surface modification; laser texturing; wetting behavior; Ti6Al4V; surface characterization;
tribology; wear behavior

1. Introduction

Surface modification of metallic surfaces has shown an important growth of engineering
applications in recent years. With relevant developments in the fields of aerospace, energy and
biomedical industries. The surface modification based on texturing processes is mainly employed for
enhancing physic-chemical properties of the substrate material [1–8]. This kind of techniques represents
an essential tool to improve the functional performance of specific alloys in working environments,
through the variation of specific features as wetting or tribological behavior [9–15]. By using laser
surface processing procedures regular or random texture patterns can be achieved [13,16–21]. Laser
texturing techniques can be used to induce a large variety of topographies in terms of the distribution
and geometry of the irradiated pattern being the most common linear, circular and pulses array
distributions [13,16,19,21]. Due to this fact, it is known that the geometrical and dimensional
characteristics of the generated structures have a direct influence with the contact angle between
the liquid and solid phases, resulting in higher or lower water retention capability [13,19,22–26].
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Texturing geometries may act as wear debris traps and water reservoirs, thereby improving
the performance under tribological applications of surfaces. Under these conditions, these textures
mainly help remove wear debris from the sliding track, also reducing the involved abrasive effects
of the detached particles. Moreover, laser processing shows some relevant advantages regarding
chemical and mechanical processes. On one hand, the laser system can be adapted to a wide range of
parameters for the texturing process, become a more flexible tool than machining operations for surface
modification operations. These kinds of treatments, based on laser irradiation under air atmosphere,
are usually performed without lubricants or coolant fluids, being environmentally friendly regarding
chemical and conventional machining [2,27–29].

Ultra short laser pulses are typically used for metal surface texturing, resulting in melting
and vaporizing the material. This technique is mainly employed to remove selective material and
obtaining well defined textured patterns. An additional benefit of the ultra-short laser pulses (i.e.,
picosecond or even femtosecond) is the prevention of material pile-up around the edges of the textured
features (pockets). However, this type of laser systems has important disadvantages, such as low
resistance to industrial environments and high costs, which makes it difficult to integrate into real
life applications [21,30–32]. However, they have been recently integrated into the manufacturing
process for specific applications [33,34]. The use of conventional laser marking systems for the textures
development, usually rejected for this purpose due to their requirement of use in pulse mode, imply a
high understanding of the influence of laser processing parameters on the resulting texture features.
For linear textures, energy density of pulse (Ed) and scanning speed of the beam (Vs) are shown
as two of the most relevant parameters involved in the size and geometrical properties of the laser
grooves [35–38].

Titanium alloys are commonly used, among others, for the manufacturing of aerospace parts or
biomedical components mainly due to their good ratio between weight and mechanical properties and
excellent biocompatibility. The use of laser texturing treatments is focused to overcome functioning
limitations, such as poor wear behavior. The unstable frictional response of titanium alloys, coupled
with severe wear behavior under certain rubbing conditions, make the use of this type of alloys difficult
to apply in real scenario tribological applications [39–41]. Under this consideration, the ability to
obtain better liquid retention is showed as one of the most effective ways to improve the friction and
sliding behavior. Through the development of textured topographies with specific geometry and
size (the retention of water over the surface can be obtained) is possible to maintain control of the
liquid film thickness. These effects may be mainly obtained by variations on the roughness of the
modified surface layer, also controlled by combinations of laser parameters of the process. Moreover,
the manufacture of laser microgrooves can be used as micro-channels for controlling direction and flow
rate, additionally improving the corrosion resistance and lubricant conditions [13,42–45]. Additionally,
texturing geometries may act as wear debris traps and water reservoirs, thereby improving the
performance under tribological applications of surfaces [46].

Based on this background and taking as starting point preliminary studies focused on the water
retention of surfaces by microtexturing treatments [19], the aim of this research is to investigate the
influence of laser processing parameters on the improvement of tribological wear behavior of Ti6Al4V
surfaces under wet conditions. A laser surface treatment using a conventional laser marking system
have been presented to develop specific surface patterns of linear tracks on titanium samples. Through
variations of Ed and Vs a wide range of topographies with different features have been generated,
giving place to variations in the contact angle of water droplets. These water retention changes, mainly
achieved through surface finishing, can also impact the frictional response and wear behavior.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Laser Texturing Process

Initially the base surface roughness was set to Ra < 0.05 µm and Rz < 0.15 µm by mechanical
polishing and cleaned by ether-petroleum 50% dissolution. Textured specimens of 10 × 10 mm2

side and 5 mm thickness were performed on Ti6Al4V titanium plates using a using a Ytterbium
fiber infrared laser (1070 ± 5 nm wavelength), model Rofin EasyMark F20 system (ROFIN-SINAR
Technologies Inc., Plymouth, MI, USA). Spot diameter and pulse width were fixed to 60 µm and 100 ns
respectively. The treatments were performed under an open-air atmosphere. Textured surfaces were
developed through bidirectional parallel lines. There was no overlapping and the distance between
the laser tracks was 0.1 mm.

In order to evaluate the influence of laser processing parameters on the variation of the properties
and features of the textured surfaces, different treatments conditions were studied. Three different
energy density of pulse (Ed) were chosen and combined with eight scanning speed of the beam (Vs),
values are shown in Table 1. In total, 24 different textures were characterized for wettability behavior
and surface roughness. 12 of these samples corresponding to 10, 40, 100 and 250 mm/s of Vs, plus the
non-textured specimen, selected to perform the tribological tests.

Table 1. Laser processing parameters.

Ed (J cm−2) Vs (mm s−1)

17.68–7.07–4.42 10–20–40–80–100–150–200–250

2.2. Textured Surfaces Characterization

The effects of texturing parameters are evaluated through the characterization of the treated surfaces.
Surface roughness measurements of all the textured surfaces were performed, choosing Rz and

RSm [41] as control parameters. Rz parameter is defined as the maximum height between deeper and
higher values of the asperities contained in the roughness profile during an evaluation length and
RSm is described as the mean width of the profile elements [47]. These measurements were carried
out employing a Mahr Perthometer Concept PGK120 (Mahr technology, Göttingen, Germany) surface
profilometer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques were also used to analyze the shape
of the laser tracks. Additionally, the presence of oxidation on the customized surfaces was studied
through energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis.

The wetting properties of the modified surfaces play an important role in the improvement of the
friction behavior under wet conditions [16,18]. For this reason, water retention ability of the different
textures was evaluated measuring the contact angle between solid and liquid phases. A Ramé-Hart
system (Ramé-hart Instrument Co., Succasunna, NJ, USA) and DropImage Advanced, as image
processing software, were used for this purpose.

2.3. Pin-On-Flat Tribological Tests

Friction and sliding contact behaviors were evaluated by means of pin-on-flat reciprocating tests.
Developed textures were tested against 1.5 mm diameter tungsten carbide balls. For each condition
of the treated specimens, at least two repeated tests were performed applying a maximum Hertz
contact pressure of 2.71 GPa, which corresponds to a medium Hertz contact pressure of 1.81 GPa. Total
sliding distance and linear speed were fixed at 50 m and 0.012 m s−1 respectively. The reciprocating
stroke length was initially set to 2 mm. All the reciprocating tests were conducted under dry and wet
conditions. Water volume was set up on 15–20 µL for lubricating the laser textures in one single dose
supplied at the beginning of the tests, and ensure a boundary condition regime.
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2.4. Frictional Characterization of Test Specimens

Wear effects and dimensions on the sliding track, as well as the carbide balls used as pins, were
evaluated by optical microscopy techniques using an Olympus SZX12 system (Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan). Wear track and wear volume (Vf) caused by the sliding process on the modified surfaces
were evaluated using Equation (1) [48] instead of using ASM standard [49]. This standard may not be
recommended for textured samples due to its lack of surface uniformity and its difficulty obtaining a
reference plane.

Vf = Ls

[
R2 × sin−1

(
Wt

2 × Rf

)
−
(

Wt

2

)
(Rf − hf)

]
+ π

(L − Ls)

3Wt

[
hf

2(3Rf − hf)
]

(1)

where Ls is the stroke length, Wt is the average of 16 repeated measures of track width, L is the
complete track length, Rf is the pin radio and hf is the wear depth. In this case, hf can be obtained by
Equation (2).

hf = Rf −
√

Rf
2 − Wt2

4
(2)

The wear tracks from all tribological tests were also analyzed employing a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Tescan Mira3, Brno–Kohoutovice, Czech Republic), and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) (Tescan Mira3, Brno–Kohoutovice, Czech Republic) with the aim to evaluate
the friction effects caused by the sliding motion. In which regards the worn pin area, the adhesion
properties of the balls were characterized and measured through the image processing tools previously
described. Adhesion shape was approximated to an ellipsoid to calculate it area.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surface Finish of the Textures

The laser texturing process can create a modified layer with various topographies for specific
applications. Through variations of laser processing parameters, the dimensions and geometry of the
texturing tracks can be controlled. Vs was shown to be one of the main variables that govern laser
surface modification in terms of microgeometrical texture generation, as can be observed in Figures 1
and 2.

The analysis of Rz measurements from the textured surfaces shows that a higher Ed may produce
specific topographies with longer asperity dimensions. It does not seem to be a significant dependency
or correlation between Rz and Vs. However, lower Ed (Ed = 4.42 J cm−2; Ed = 7.07 J cm−2) present an
inflection point at Vs = 150 mm s−1, where the decreasing trend changes to an increasing one. This
singular point is caused as a result of the Ti cooling process; the Ti cooled down at the top of the
surface obtruding the laser grooves and producing a smother surface. This obstruction is mainly due
to a solidification stage in the surface section of vaporized material from the bottom of the textured
groove [37].

Regarding RSm roughness parameter behavior, a direct influence of Vs was confirmed. As it can
be observed in Figure 2, for laser texturing speeds Vs below 80–100 mm s−1, a significant trend in the
uniformity of the distance between peaks have been found. This effect is mainly caused by the lack
of overlapping phenomena between laser textured tracks, allowing to maintain a constant distance
between bidirectional parallel lines of the beam.

A significant decrease in the peak distance was detected for Ed = 7.07 J cm−2, which is believed to
be caused by the particular geometrical formation developed in the cooling process.
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3.2. Wetting Behavior of the Textured Surfaces

In this research, the ability to maintain control of the water retention proved to be a relevant
aspect in order to improve the cooling and lubricating conditions for friction and sliding applications.
Wettability behavior was investigated for surface topographies of various roughness features.
Consequently, a control of the wetting behavior of the specimen was achieved through the variation of
the laser processing parameters (Ed, Vs).

Under these considerations, an important dependency was detected between contact angle
measures and Vs for textured surfaces, Figure 3, taking as starting point a value of 46.3◦ in the contact
angle of the untreated surface. Higher intensity treatments developed under higher Ed and lower Vs

resulted in a non-uniform asperity topography. This effect gave rise to an irregular distribution of
the contact points on the surface. It also favored the breakage of surface tension between solid and
liquid phases. Under these conditions, the absorption of water was promoted and the surface showed
a better hydrophilic behavior than the initial alloy.
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The existence of a singular point was detected under Ed = 17.68 J cm−2 and Vs = 100 mm s−1

conditions where a significant increase of the contact angle can be observed. It seems to be a relation
between the development of texturized grooves with specific dimensions and geometry, and the
generation of a uniform and distributed contact between phases.

When Vs was increased, an important growth occurred on the contact angle values, raising the
hydrophobic behavior trends of the modified surface. This is especially caused by an increase in the
compactness of the treated layer as a result of the development of textures with a higher contact area
between different phases [19]. This phenomenon is reproduced under all the range of Ed analyzed in
this work.
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3.3. Friction Coefficient of the Tested Surfaces under Wet Conditions

Tribological wear behavior under wet conditions should be highly influenced by texturing process
parameters as a consequence of wettability behavior. For this reason, hydrophilic surfaces should
improve the sliding and cooling features of the contact area.

The evaluation of the textured surfaces by a pin on flat reciprocating tests confirmed a direct
dependency between the laser modification process and friction coefficient (µ), due to its effects on
roughness and wettability parameters. Friction coefficient values seemed to get stable from Vs =
100 mm s−1 to higher speeds.

On one hand, this behavior is coincident with RSm tendency confirming that the distance between
texturing grooves influence on the friction and sliding process.

On the other hand, described stability trend is also related to significant growth of the contact
angle for Vs higher than 100 mm s−1. For these cases, the ability to absorb water was not enough to
modify the sliding conditions compared with dry tests. This consideration showed similar behaviors
for all the evaluated textures, as shown in Figure 4.Coatings 2017, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 16 
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The change of the textured surface as a function of sliding time was analyzed in Figure 5, with
the aim to evaluate the durability of the treated surfaces under contact conditions. The lowest Vs was
associated to the highest thickness layer and it was taken as a reference. The behaviors of µ values
were analyzed during a test with a duration upper to 2000 s. Growth of the µ values was identified
for non-textured samples, as a result of a progressive increase in the wear effects. Although, laser
processed samples maintained a more stable behavior of µ values during all the test.

Because of this, uniform values of µ can be observed for the texturized samples in the tribological
tests, confirming that this type of samples was not significantly affected by the wear phenomena. This
effect is mainly due to the variations in the water absorption properties of the surface, as well as the
improvement on the mechanical properties as hardness of the treated layer. However, an increase of
the µ values was detected for the tests with Ed = 17.68 J cm−2 and Ed = 4.42 J cm−2 textured conditions.

After 1700 s, for low energy density of pulse treatments, an increase in the adhesive effects of
the contact pair may appear. This effect results in the generation of a new contact pair with the same
material, reducing the friction coefficient. In the case of 20 KHz, the thickness of the modified layer is
higher than the other treatments increasing the protective effect of the treated area.
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3.4. Wear Behavior of Modified Surfaces

Wear volume measures were significantly reduced in every textured sample with respect to
non-textured conditions, Figure 6. Wear volume is not just affected by the wettability of the texture, but
also by Vs parameter. This control parameter was related to the thermochemical process that produced
the oxidation of the surfaces, the possible changes produced on the microstructure of the layer and the
thickness of the affected layer [15,19,36]. This fact confirmed that laser surface processing results in a
protective mechanism of the Ti6Al4V against tribological wear effects.
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Figure 6. Wear volume evolution as a function of Vs.

Wear track analysis allowed to detect an increase of the reversal points of the sliding grove, raising
the aggressive effects of the wear on both ends of the track. Over these areas, the carbide sphere
experiment acceleration and breaking stages resulted in relevant friction and wear phenomena. In this
sense, non-uniform wear tracks were observed for non-textured samples. This fact may develop
irregular contact between the carbide sphere and alloy surface, causing an increase of the material
worn volume, Figure 7.

For textured surfaces (Ed = 17.68 J cm−2) the protective effect of the textured surface gives
additional uniformity to the wear track, reducing the effects of the carbide balls at the end of the stroke.
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Figure 7. Worn morphologies of sliding track as a function of Vs.

3.5. Wear Effects on the Modified Surfaces

Friction and sliding phenomena over modified surfaces may induce the appearance of different
wear mechanisms. The wear behavior of the tribological pair may be conditioned, specially based on
the nature of modified surfaces, by modifications of the laser processing parameters.

Taking as starting point the wear effects of non-texturized surfaces, significant abrasive
phenomenon was revealed in the bottom of the sliding grooves. This mechanism was mainly
characterized by the appearance of scratches and embedded particles over the contact surface. As can
be seen on Figure 6, detached particles from the Ti6Al4V surface subjected to cold-working effects
became harder than initial alloy, giving rise to three-body abrasion mechanisms. Additionally, material
subjected to plastic deformation was found on the external borders of the wear track, as can be seen in
Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 9. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of the wear track of the non-textured
Ti6Al4V sample.

As detailed in a series of preliminary studies [19,36,37,42] the texturized process carried out under
air atmosphere results in the appearance of oxidative phenomena. The incidence of oxidation process
may induce the increase of hardness of the modified layer, changing the wear effects and the involved
mechanisms. With the aim to analyze the influence of the laser treatment under wear conditions
behavior of the surfaces, the texturized specimens using Ed = 7.07 J cm−2 were chosen as a reference
for the evaluation of the Vs effects on the sliding and friction processes.

In this sense, a relevant increase of the thickness of the modified layer can be observed for lower
Vs ranges, resulting in variations of the initial surface properties of the alloy. An important reduction
of the track width was observed for Vs = 10 mm s−1. This consideration was related to the decrease in
the worn material volume which was mainly produced by the lowest contact angle between the water
droplets and the surface used to evaluate the wetting behavior. This fact confirmed that texturized
procedures with enough intensity significantly improve water retention properties of the surface giving
rise to a decrease of wear effects.

Functional performance of the modified surfaces was affected by the increase of Vs values. Higher
Vs implied the development of thinner layers. As a consequence, an important variation of the wear
track width is shown in Figure 10, related to Figure 8 of the untreated specimen. In this situation,
abrasive and adhesive mechanisms were observed on the bottom of the sliding groove, Figure 11.

Some extracted particles from the modified layer were harder than the initial alloy mainly due
to oxidation. They were placed on the sliding way and caused scratches by the three body abrasion
phenomena. Furthermore, the decrease of the contact angle as a function of Vs favored a hydrophobic
trend of the textures and the lack of cooling effect provided by water. This fact may be the main
cause of temperature increase in the contact area, resulting in the appearance of adhesive mechanism
over the wear track and the carbide sphere. The cyclic nature of the adhesive mechanism caused the
detachment of WC–Co sphere particles, as can be noticed in the EDX analysis performed on the sliding
track, Figures 12 and 13.
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Regarding carbide spheres, the adhesive mechanism was identified as the main factor affecting
friction throughout the tribological tests. Because of this, adhesive behavior of the sphere surfaces is
specially related to material worn volume, showing a relevant interest relation between the decrease of
wear volume and sliding track width described in previous sections with respect to the adhered area
of material on the sphere, Figure 14. This fact can be observed in Figure 15 where a configuration of a
laser processing parameter with Vs = 10 mm s−1 resulted in smaller areas of increased adhesion on the
surface of the carbide sphere, used as pins. Additionally, the increase of Vs is associated to the lack
of wetting properties, as well as to the increase of wear volume of the textures, giving rise to higher
adhered areas over the pins.Coatings 2017, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 16 
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3.6. Comparative Evaluation between Wet and Dry Tests

The use of water as a base for lubricant and cooling fluids used in sliding and friction applications
may improve the wear behavior of the surfaces. If the wettability properties of the contact area were
adapted for higher water retention conditions through the development of micro- channels by the
texturing process, the decrease of wear effects was more significant. Vs (10 mm s−1) was taken as a
reference in the evaluation of friction coefficient of reciprocating tests under wet and dry conditions.
It was verified similar trends for the complete sliding range. Friction coefficient under dry and wet
conditions is represented in Figure 16. It can be observed that friction coefficient decreased up to 35%,
due to the wettability behavior of the sample.Coatings 2017, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 16 
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Figure 16. (a) Friction coefficient as a function of Ed in Vs = 10 mm s−1 for wet and dry conditions
tests; (b) Friction coefficient as a function of time for wet and dry conditions tests for Ed = 7.07 J cm−2

and Vs = 10 mm s−1 laser treatment.
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As can be observed in Figure 17, a decrease of the wear track dimensions regarding to a dry test
was detected studying the wear effects under wet conditions of texturing surfaces (Ed = 7.07 J cm−2;
Vs = 10 mm s−1). In this sense, the use of water may also reduce the volume of worn material in
non-textured surfaces, however an adverse effect was observed. Wear track for non-textured surface
under wet tribological tests showed a lack of uniformity, in terms of width and depth of the track. This
fact could explain the unstable friction coefficient values obtained and shown in Figure 16.
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The width and depth of the sliding track and the associated wear volume could be significantly
reduced by the use of laser texturing treatments. This effect is mainly accomplished by the modification
of contact area between the tribological pair elements, and the improvements on the surface properties
of the alloy, such as hardness and wettability. Under this consideration, a protective function of the
modified layer may be considered for friction and sliding applications.

4. Conclusions

Laser texturing treatments allow the development of special topographies on the surface
of mechanical components. Dimensions and geometry of the texturing tracks can be controlled
throughout the laser process, being Vs and Ed the main variables that govern the specific features of
micro-textures. For instance, lower incidence of energy, induced by higher Vs, results in a decrease of
the maximum size and geometrical characteristic of the textured grooves.

Micro-geometrical properties modify the wetting behavior of the surface. Contact angle measured
values were increased up to a 300% compared to the non-textured surfaces for the highest Ed and
scanner speed used. However, the specimens textured with the lower Ed and Vs produced a completely
hydrophilic surface.

Even though, Rz values are increased by the laser treatment, friction coefficient values are about
±10% of the untreated friction coefficient under water conditions. Nevertheless, wear track volume
is reduced by up to 70% by lower Vs treatments (<50 mm s−1) concerning to untreated surfaces for
all the analyzed ranges of Ed under both conditions, water and dry tests. Furthermore, galling and
adhesion effects on the carbide balls are reduced up to more than 90%.
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